This article discusses Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory in terms of its utility for sensor fusion for autonomous mobile robots. It exploits two little used components of DS theory: the weight of con ict metric and the enlargement of the frame of discernment. The weight of con ict is used to measure the amount of consensus between di erent sensors. A lack of consensus leads the robot to either compensate within certain limits or investigate the problem further, adding robustness to the robot's operation. Enlarging the frame of discernment allows a modular decomposition of evidence. This decomposition o ers the advantages of perceptual abstraction, and permits expert knowledge about the domain to be embedded in the frames of discernment, simplifying the construction and maintenance of the knowledge base. Six experiments using this Dempster-Shafer framework are presented. Data from four types of sensor data were collected by a mobile robot and fused with the Sensor Fusion E ects (SFX) architecture.
Introduction
Autonomous mobile robots have accomplished basic tasks in navigation, such as moving to a goal, avoiding obstacles, and docking at a workstation, using perception from one sensor. However, these single sensor perceptual systems have not been entirely successful for more demanding tasks in navigation 33], target or goal recognition 7, 14, 20, 32, 52] , and general scene interpretation 8, 25] . This has limited the potential bene ts of mobile robots for applications in space, defense, and manufacturing.
Perceptual systems based on a single sensor have an inherent weakness: they generally cannot reduce uncertainty. Sensor uncertainty 50], as distinguished from imprecision, largely depends on what is being observed rather than the sensor. Uncertainty arises when features are missing (e.g., occlusions), when the sensor cannot measure all relevant attributes of the percept (e.g., a video camera cannot measure thermal radiation), and when the observation is ambiguous (e.g., an edge detected by a camera may be a part of a desk or the artifact of a shadow). Active perception techniques 1, 2, 3, 4, 53] , where the robot tries to get a \better look," can sometimes compensate for missing observations. But a di erent view may not make up for observations which are inherently incomplete or ambiguous. This uncertainty may not be diminished over time; the longer the robot looks at a scene does not necessarily mean an signi cant increase in belief about a percept.
To overcome these problems, some researchers have proposed turning to perceptual systems which rely on multiple general purpose sensors. These systems would combine the observations from each sensor and produce a single percept, or coherent perception of an object, scene, or event, through a process commonly referred to as sensor fusion. A sensor fusion system can be expected to provide less costly perception because of the potential for distributing the demands across processors dedicated to each sensor 30].
Luo and Kay suggest a taxonomy of sensor fusion 29] . Signals corrupted by uncorrelated noise can be fused at the signal level, while multiple images may be fused at the pixel level. Sensory information such as geometric attributes extracted from signals or images may be fused at the feature level. At the symbol level, uncertainty measures of symbols representing a decision are fused.
While the potential bene ts of sensor fusion have motivated much research, no general purpose method for accomplishing sensor fusion across levels has emerged. One reason is because the sensors' output may have very little in common. For example, they may o er di erent resolutions of data and have little or no correspondence, all of which is exacerbated by sensor noise. Consider the output shown in Figures 1 and 2 from four di erent sensors, a Sony Hi8 color video camcorder, a Pulnix b&w video camera, an Inframetrics infra-red camera (thermal), and Polaroid ultrasonic transducers (range). First, note that the output from the color and b&w cameras each have di erent elds of view and resolutions. These two cameras measure the same modality (visible light), yet the graduate student gures prominently in one image but not in the other. More importantly, the desk in the foreground of the b&w image doesn't appear in the color and thermal images, the only item that appears in all three is the student. The range reading in Fig. 2b . is the distance to the desk which is seen only by the b&w camera. There is no feature common to each of these observations, yet the sensors are observing the same region. It should also be noted that the image from the thermal camera (Fig.2a. ) exhibits bands of digitization noise, which may further complicate the fusion process.
Many sensor fusion systems, for both object recognition and autonomous mobile robots, concentrate on fusion at the symbol level. They treat sensor observations as evidence and use evidential reasoning techniques to infer the percept. The majority of these systems represent the sensor evidence probabilistically and use Bayes Rule to infer the percept. A signi cant portion are possibilistic; they consider sensor evidence to be belief and rely on a DempsterShafer Theory framework. Other approaches include fuzzy logic and other logics. However, each of these implementations are di cult to adapt to new sensing con gurations, and/or was unable to detect that one or more the sensors was providing suspect or unreasonable observations (e.g., sensor has malfunctioned).
This article presents a novel formulation of Dempster-Shafer theory for sensor fusion at the symbol level which overcomes these shortcomings. DS theory is suitably expressive; it is able to explicitly represent ignorance, permitting the robot to di erentiate between ambiguous sensing results and not have sensed at all. The formulation takes advantage of two little used components of DS theory: the weight of con ict metric and the enlargement of the frame of discernment. The weight of con ict is used to measure the amount of consensus between di erent sensors. A lack of consensus leads the robot to either compensate within certain limits or investigate the problem further, adding robustness to the robot's operation. Enlarging the frame of discernment allows a modular decomposition of evidence. This decomposition o ers the advantages of perceptual abstraction given by logical sensors 17] and equivalence classes 11]. It also permits expert knowledge about the domain to be embedded in the frames of discernment, simplifying its application and maintenance.
The article is laid out as follows. First, the various evidential methods for sensor fusion are presented. Next, the salient aspects of DS theory are reviewed, including ignorance, the Con weight of con ict metric, and the concept of enlargement of frames of discernment (Section 3). The review is followed by a formal development in Section 4 of the evidential representation used by the Sensor Fusion E ects (SFX) architecture for a mobile robot. SFX serves as one example of how DS theory can be employed for sensor fusion at the symbol level. Six di erent demonstrations with sensor data collected from a mobile robot illustrate the ow of evidence from observations into belief in a percept (Section 5).
Evidential Methods for Sensor Fusion at the Symbol Level
Research in evidential representations for sensor fusion at the symbol level has been primarily concerned with developing a particular system for evidential reasoning rst, then adapting the reasoning system for the requirements of sensor fusion activities and the types of evidence o ered by actual sensors. Bayesian and DS theory are established theories and have a history of being successfully used for sensor fusion. DS theory is another popular technique for reasoning about sensor observations, which is sometimes classi ed as a probabilistic technique. It represents evidence as a Shafer belief function over h0:0; 1:0i for convenience, which makes the belief function appear to be a point probability. There has been a great deal of debate in the literature about the conceptual di erences between Bayesian and DS theories, if the belief function is considered to be a probability function; the reader is directed to 7, 21, 40, 45, 47] for further details. However, belief functions have been shown not to be probabilities about sample spaces, despite the fact that the theory refers to them as probabilities 22]. Instead, DS theory serves as a model for transferring belief 48] , where belief functions capture an interpretation of the evidence a orded by some observed event. Subsequent references to \probabilities" will be reserved for true statistical probabilities (i.e., Bayesian) while \belief function" will be used for the DS probabilities. 3 Review of Salient Aspects of Dempster-Shafer Theory A brief review of the salient aspects of DS theory may be needed at this point to aid the reader in following the utility of the weight of con ict metric and enlargement functions for sensor fusion. DS theory represents the relevant characteristics of the world as a nite set of mutually exclusive propositions and assumptions called the frame of discernment (FOD). Traditionally, the notation of a capital Greek letter (e.g., ) is used for both the frame of discernment and the set of propositions within any FOD. Since this article discusses multiple frames of discernment with di erent assumptions, FOD will be used when discussing a frame of reference and the use of capital Greek letters will be reserved for the contents of a FOD, unless otherwise noted.
Dempster's Rule of Combination
A belief function, Bel, distributes a quantum of belief among the 2 subsets of a FOD. It is generally written as Belj2 when the frame of discernment is not obvious (the j does not mean \conditional" in the sense of a conditional probability, rather that the belief is over the elements in the set 2 ). Any two belief functions A and B over the same FOD with at least one focal element in common may be combined into a new belief function over that FOD using Dempster's rule of combination. Dempster's rule speci es the combined belief mass assigned to each C k , where C is the set of all subsets produced by A \ B. , the result is total support for c. Smets 48] argues that this is actually reasonable: if the feature must be either a; b or c, then Bel 1 and Bel 2 eliminate a and b by cancelling each other, leaving the only possible conclusion that the feature must be c.
Weight of Con ict Metric
Renormalization of contradictory evidence may produce a justi able measure of evidence, but a robot needs to be aware of such discordances. Instead, the renormalization term can be viewed as a measure of the con ict between the pair of belief functions. The larger the area assigned to ;, the more disagreement between the two beliefs about the FOD. Shafer 
Con takes a value between 0 and 1; as ! 0:0, Con ! 0:0, and as ! 1:0, Con ! 1.
It is additive, which means that the con ict from a summation of more than two belief functions can be measured.
Multiple Frames of Discernment
As noted by 14, 27, 34] , belief about the evidence may form a di erent belief \space" from that of the hypothesis or percept. The belief in a hypothesis is based on the belief in the observed evidence, but also in uenced by knowledge about the reliability of the sensors, their behavior for the current, etc., which is di cult to represent probabilistically. DS theory permits belief to be transferred across multiple frames of discernment, for example evidence for a component to be transformed into evidence for an object. Such a mapping is called an enlargement 47]. Other more restrictive mappings are possible. 4 An Example: SFX Dempster-Shafer theory is used for sensor fusion at the symbol level in the Sensor Fusion E ects (SFX) architecture 34, 36] . SFX is a reusable generic control scheme for intelligent sensor fusion, targeted for use by autonomous mobile robots operating in unknown or partially known environments. This section provides a brief overview of the architecture, concentrating on an overview of the evidential representation. The evidential representation was developed independently of any evidential theory, but is easily expressed within a DS framework through the use of enlargement functions. As shown in Figure 3 , sensor fusion in SFX consists of three distinct activities: conguration, uncertainty management, and exception handling. The con guration activity is concerned with using the task goals of a robot to generate expectations of percepts and to predict what features of the percept will be observable to which sensors and the signi cance of their contribution. The uncertainty activity collects observations and computes the total belief in the percept using a Dempster-Shafer framework. The percept is then used by the motor behavior to control the robot. If the belief for the percept is high, the robot proceeds with a behavior to accomplish a goal, if ambiguous, it persists by exploring further or adding more sensing resources. If there is high belief against the percept, the robot will reconsider its goals. The uncertainty management activity also monitors for patterns of evidence which indicate a sensing anomaly (a.ka. surprise 39]), such as a sensor malfunction. If an anomaly is detected, fusion is suspended and exception handling is invoked.
The uncertainty management activity consists of three steps. First, observations about features are collected from each sensor (collection step) and fusion occurs at what Luo and Kay 29] refer to as the signal and pixels levels. During the preprocessing step, features are extracted from the observations and fused at the feature level. Missing or abnormal observations trigger exception handling. The result of the preprocessing step is a Shafer belief function from each sensor about the percept at the symbol level but over each sensor's unique frame of discernment. The fusion step transfers belief to a common frame of discernment, combines the resultant belief functions, and measures the con ict between beliefs. It passes the total belief in the percept to the motor behavior.
Representation of Evidence
The accrual of evidence, ", in SFX follows a three-level hierarchy. Evidence at any level of the hierarchy is represented as a Shafer belief function. Accrual begins with the collection of evidence for a feature. The quality of the evidence of a feature depends both on the feature and the sensing process observing it, therefore it is written as " s k The evidence for a feature is based on how well the observed value of the feature matches the expected value. By using descriptions constructed from example sensor data, matching is able to take into account the uncertainty and variation arising from the particular sensors and feature-extraction algorithms used in the observation. Many feature observation algorithms in the literature are for model-based perception and come with goodness-of-t functions that can be readily adapted to assign belief.
The second level is the evidence for a description of a percept at the symbol level. The evidence from each feature in a particular description of a percept leads to a body of evidence for the percept. The body of evidence is a single value which is written as " d Since enlargement functions represent changes in the assumptions about the contribution of evidence across two frames of discernment, they are generally heuristic in nature 27]. SFX requires the knowledge engineer to encode the function; however, work by Lindner, Murphy, and Nitz 26] considers how to learn these rules.
The description interpretation plays an important part in generating the body of evidence because it may weigh or bias the features' evidence di erently. For example, in recognizing a place to sit given imperfect sensing, evidence of the functional feature \thermal pro le" is more important than the evidence of \blue region". Essentially, it serves to express the conditioning of evidence for a feature based on the evidence for other features while respecting the dichotomy between structural and evidential features.
The third level concerns the evidence for an observation of the entire percept. Each body of evidence for the descriptions in the expected percept is used to generate the total measure The uncertainty management function must take into account that each description may not contribute equally, regardless of the certainty in its observation. For example, what is the contribution of very high uncertainty in an observation of the visual description of the student desk scene versus a very low uncertainty in an observation of the thermal description? A second enlargement function, the percept interpretation, r p represents the contributions of each description of the percept that is being observed and how that in uences the combination mechanism.
Evidential Mappings
The description and percept interpretation rules permit the propagation of evidence between the three levels of the hierarchy. Other applications of DS theory have encountered this problem of transferring belief across disparate FODs. Lowrance, Garvey, and Strat 14] addressed this in 1986 by introducing a new knowledge structure called a compatibility relation, which they used to propagate belief in such cases. No theoretical justi cation was given for the compatibility relations, although they are conceptually similar to the enlargement of FODs through formal assumptions about the di erences between FODs. Keller The enlargement functions in SFX encode the evidential mappings between each frame of discernment. Evidential mappings in SFX are implemented as weight vectors which are selected according to rules. This implementation is similar to the evidential mapping matrices proposed by Lui, Hughes, and McTear 27] . These matrices re ect the weight of the values of evidence for each element in one frame of discernment to its value in the other frame, thereby forming an implicit set of rules about interpreting evidence. The description to percept relationship in SFX is many-to-one, resulting in a sparse matrix. SFX takes advantage of the sparseness of the matrix for scene recognition and simpli es the matrix into vectors and explicit rules.
Experiments
Experiments with the SFX uncertainty management system were carried out with the Georgia Tech mobile robot acting as a security guard. The robot would enter the room, move to within a foot of a known location, and then scan the room at 20 increments, comparing the current views for changes. Each scene was considered a percept, and evidentially the task was for the robot to determine the belief in the percept. If the belief in a scene is low and the sensors are operating properly, the room was de ned as having experienced a signi cant change and security noti ed.
In Section 5.1, the collection and propagation of evidence for the drill press scene is detailed as an exemplar of uncertainty management using DS theory in SFX. Section 5.2 describes the ve additional experiments used to demonstrate the propagation of evidence under various scenarios with the student desk scene. Figure 4 shows a view of a tool room, the drill press scene. In this experiment the robot visited the room when the scene was unchanged. The robot observed the scene and generated a consensus from the four sensors that it was unchanged with a belief of 0.99.
Detailed Example of Inference in SFX

Feature Evidence
The sensing plan, shown in Figure 5 , for the drill press scene is based on four descriptions: color (d 1 The range description was a single feature: the distance to the nearest surface in the scene. Evidence for the feature was inversely proportional to the di erence between the observed distance and the modeled di erence. 
Evidence for a Description
Evidence for the Percept
SFX combines the evidence by rst transferring the belief focused on individual description FODs, , to the percept FOD, , then combining the resulting belief functions. The belief transfer is done according to the percept interpretation enlargement function r p , just as in Eqn. 3. The new belief functions are combined using Dempster's rule of combination.
The percept interpretation is implemented as a collection of weighting vectors and a set of if-then rules regarding when to use a particular vector. The fusion step selects the if-then rule which is satis ed by the current conditions, and the corresponding vector, denoted by r p . These conditions allow the designer to permit di erent weightings to be applied to the transfer of evidence based on the current circumstances. Consider again the drill press scene percept, where the bodies of evidence from a thermal camera, color camera, black and white camera, and ultrasonics were used to determine whether the scene was the same (evidence for the percept) or had changed (against the percept). There are at least three di erent ways that a change to the scene is manifested: rst, an intruder could be present, in which case all description/sensors should report a consensus against the scene being the same; second, an intruder could have disturbed the scene and then left (e.g., dropped the stolen goods and ed), in which case the visual sensors would report evidence against the scene, while the thermal sensor would not; and third, the drill could be overheating or the wall could be hot indicating an incipient re, in which case the thermal sensor would report evidence against the scene, but without corroborating evidence from the vision sensors.
These three cases arise because evidence for the expected thermal signature doesn't reveal much about the drill press scene under normal circumstances; only when there is not a match does the thermal sensor appear to be useful. One conclusion that may be drawn is that when the thermal evidence is certain and against the percept, it should be heavily weighted, while when it is for the percept its contribution should be minimal.
So it can be seen that within a single sensing plan there are circumstances when one source of evidence is more important than the others, and that these circumstances lead to di erent interpretations of the evidence. Specifying interpretations potentially requires a great deal of domain knowledge which may not always be available to the designer. If the designer does have access to this type of domain knowledge, the question then becomes how to implement a structure to support the selection of the appropriate weighting of the evidence?
The percept interpretation for the drill press scene example (shown below) encodes the circumstances which change the weighting of the thermal evidence. This rule is supplied by the knowledge engineer After the bodies of evidence have been transferred to the percept FOD, the belief functions are then combined using Dempster's rule of combination, and Con, the weight of con ict metric, is computed. Checks are made to see if a fusion step failure condition has been met; SFX currently checks for Con exceeding a high con ict threshold and the total evidence for the percept (m(p)) reaching the minimum certainty threshold. The new belief functions re ect that neither the thermal nor the ultrasonics observations contribute much evidence either for or against the percept under these conditions. The nal belief functions are combined according to Eqn. SFX then checks the fusion step failure conditions and sees that the Con value is below the predetermined high con ict threshold, and m(p) = 0:99 exceeds the minimum certainty. Con is used to de ne what are referred to as surprises and expectation failures by Ortony and Partridge 39]. When Con is high, SFX transfers control to the exception handling mechanism for diagnosis and recovery.
Other Experiments
Six additional experiments were conducted with the student desk scene (Figure 1) . Two of the experiments used observations from three sensors, the Pulnix b&w camera, the Inframetrics thermal camera, and the Polaroid ultrasonics; the remaining ve experiments included observations from a Hi8 color camera to serve as a competing sensor 13] for the b&w camera. The features and descriptions were similar to those for the drill press scene.
Detection of Sensing Anomalies
Experiments 2, 3, and 4 presented the robot respectively with a di erent problem: a wrong scene replaced the expected scene, a sensor malfunction changed the robot's sensing capabilities, and turning o the lights violated the assumption that the environment would remain unchanged. The high con ict threshold was set at 0.69 for these experiments, which represents a null set of 50% (e.g., = 0:50 in Eqn. 2). The minimum belief in p was set at 0.75 based on an analysis of what the average value of belief was for unchanged scenes.
SFX successfully detected such a failure in all three cases, where p is belief for, p is against, and ? is ignorance. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1 , experiment 3 tested the additional hypothesis that con gurations with competing sensors (sensors which extract observations from the same sensing modality such as visible light) are more robust than con gurations without competition. The experiments showed that this was not necessarily true, as the color camera led only to a high con ict, not an acceptable belief that the scene was unchanged.
Utility of Interpretation Rules
The purpose of the remaining two experiments was to test how di erent observations lead to di erent weighting vectors being selected from the percept if-then rules, and how these weighted bodies of evidence would outperform a single xed weighting. The percept if-then rule for the sensing plan for the student desk scene has two weight vectors. One vector discounts the body of evidence from the thermal camera under normal circumstances, while the other applies a full weight if heat is detected. Experiment 5 observed the scene with a person sitting near a desk, which was expected to satisfy the condition in the percept if-then rules for the student desk scene shown below that would weight the thermal body of evidence with a value of 1.0, or no discount: The experimental results (not shonw) showed that this vector from the percept rule was employed and that the thermal evidence was weighted accordingly. The descriptions of the percept, however, were not sensitive to the change, resulting in bodies of evidence which where ambiguous. This triggered a state failure due to high con ict between all the bodies of evidence. The experiment also compared this result to what would have happened if the other weighting vector in the percept if-then rules had been used. In this case, the execution mechanism would have produced a high belief (m(p) = 0.97) that the scene was unchanged, which is incorrect, which is consistent with the experimental predictions.
In Experiment 6, a 6 ft. Godzilla pool toy was introduced into a less cluttered area in the scene; this should cause a change in the student desk scene not discernible by the thermal sensor, and result in the percept if-then rules applying a low weight to the thermal evidence. The experiment did show that the appropriate weighting vector was chosen and the thermal evidence was weighted as expected. However, only one description produced an observation that the scene had changed, due to a lack of sensitivity in the descriptions. This triggered a state failure due to the con ict between the sensors (Con= 2.44 0.69). These experiments were successful in that they demonstrated the role of the percept ifthen rules in adapting the interpretation of the body of evidence to the context. They showed that no single rule worked for both Experiments 5 and 6 since applying a discount to the thermal body of evidence gave better results for the circumstances in Experiment 6 but was not appropriate for the conditions in Experiment 5. The experiments were unsuccessful in that they reported state failures rather than strong belief against the percept (i.e., that it had changed) due to the poor model of the percept. On the other hand, it should be noted that in Experiment 5 the failures prevented SFX from erroneously con rming that the scene was unchanged.
Summary and Conclusions
The article details two less well known aspects of DS theory that are particularly useful for sensor fusion, and describes how they are used in the Sensor Fusion E ects architecture for autonomous mobile robots. The rst aspect is the Con weight of con ict metric, which quanti es the discordance in a set of evidence, to indicate that one (or more) of the sensors has malfunctioned, the environment has changed, or the percept model is incorrect. This permits the fusion process to be \surprised" as per 39], and allows the robot to react appropriately. Con is also useful because it identi es instances of counterintuitive averaging of con icting evidence 54]. Another aspect is the incorporation of heuristic domain knowledge into the inference process in a natural way by enlarging belief. The enlargement function provides a more formal mechanism, following 27], than the generation of compatibility relations 14] and interpretation rules 20]. The quanti cation of domain knowledge still relies on the competence of the knowledge engineer; while this is no di erent than other implementations, either DS or Bayesian, it certainly calls for additional research. Our preliminary e orts 26] indicate that such knowledge can be learned.
Six experiments with four types of sensor data collected from a mobile robot illustrate the accrual of evidence in SFX and the detection of sensing anomalies. One demonstrated the transfer of belief under nominal conditions, three experiments showed how the fusion process was suspended when SFX detected a con ict between sensors, and two the importance of the interpretation rules in incorporating the in uence of contextual knowledge.
Other extensions of this research on uncertain reasoning for intelligent sensor fusion is concentrating on reasoning about sensing exceptions, the quanti cation of the domain knowledge through learning, and reasoning about sensor observations collected over time. DS theory and the evidential taxonomy used by SFX are expected to be extensible to other problem domains such as medical diagnosis and automated target recognition. 
